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84,000 Sq Km
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Population

6.8 million

12.6 million

Family size

1.38

5.6

HDI *

0.955

0.433

Size

Human Development Index (HDI) is a measurement of variables
covering life expectancy, literacy, access to education, income equality
etc. The lowest category is below 0.55 and Burundi is in the last 10
countries in the world.

Diocesan partnership: Supporting
farmers in Burundi

A conversation with
▪ David Thomas, Church and Community Manager, Christian Aid Ireland
▪ Philip Galgallo, Country Director, Christian Aid Burundi
▪ Emery Ninganza, Economic Justice Project Officer, Christian Aid Burundi

 				

Video available on

https://youtu.be/zgXTxZTPmHM

This project was developed to:
Support three Farming Cooperatives in their journey to become
self sufficient.
The Diocese of Matana and the Diocese of Makamba have been
supporting 3 farming cooperatives in Southern Burundi.
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These cooperatives have 304 Members: 215 Women and 89 Me

Project objectives
▪ To improve farming skills for producing higher quality maize and
diversification opportunities to introduce new crops
▪ To encourage members to work on common farmland owned by the
cooperative
▪ To support cooperatives to ensure they produce sufficient quality and
quantities of crops suitable for sale at competitive rates
▪ To add value to the maize crop by processing into flour (see image on next
slide)
▪ To develop Governance and Accountability structures to enable the
cooperatives to manage changes and prepare for their futures

Maize processing at the Igogoretse Cooperative

Achievements to date
▪ Each member of the cooperative has received a cash payment of 100,000
Burundian Francs (in addition to their income as farmers)
Enough to cover annual secondary level school fees for 2 children!
▪ The cooperative have started a Savings and Loans Group (similar to a small
Credit Union)
▪ Cooperatives are obtaining Certification (Approved quality standards) which
allows them to develop their role in the seed grain supply chain
▪ Each cooperative member received 45kgs of seed to use on their farming
plots
▪ Cooperatives have been able to diversify their range of produce and
15,000kgs of Seed Potato have been produced for sale.
Crop diversification has been hugely beneficial to these farmers

Challenges
1. Coronavirus
•

The closure of the borders had huge impact on Burundi. The farming
cooperatives were reliant on imported fertiliser which during coronavirus
became more expensive and supplies fell short.

•

The export market was also negatively impacted, damaging business relations
and models.

2. Changes in Government Agricultural Policy
•

The government has encouraged the merging of smaller cooperatives.
However, this has required the cooperatives to contribute tax for which they
were not prepared.

•

The government introduced a policy requiring farmers to purchase fertiliser
locally, but the local manufacturer could not meet the demand.

Long term viability
•

Good governance structures and practice are boosting trust and morale
among cooperative members despite their challenges. Members are happy
that the Cooperative Leaders are competent and responsible.

•

Two out of three cooperatives own their land. One cooperative is still in the
process of purchasing land.

•

Progress on Certification (Approved Quality Standards) has enabled the
cooperatives to sell within local markets. Certification also allows them to gain
a higher price for their quality grains.

•

The cooperatives are well established and are in a position to work with other
donors and develop initiatives to sell additional crops and biproducts.

Concluding comments
Philip Getting members to work collectively took perseverance but we
can see the progress!
Emery The involvement of women in cooperatives has been a true sign
of good development practice.
The cooperatives are showing their strength and ability as they now
‘think beyond what they see’. They see their ability to diversify.
In Matana for example, each cooperative member received a goat for
their own household and the cooperative also purchased 7 cows to
address their ongoing need for fertiliser.

Cooperative cows

Thank you!
For the first time in a generation, global hunger and poverty levels are
rising.
Thank you for standing with farmers in Burundi and being part of
Christian Aid’s caring, generous community.
With special thanks to Bishop Paul Colton for facilitating this special
Diocesan Appeal.
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